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Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan 

Abstract 

The dymamic-bcta model is extended, incorporating the synchrotron radiation effects. 
The model yields dynamic-emit tance elTect. The steady-stale envelope matrix is explicitly 
obtained. Both equal-beam and flip-flop solutions arc- found. The stability of the steady-
state solutions arc investigated by numerical calculations. 1'hc model illustrates some 
characteristic features of the beam-beam interaction at <+< " colliding rings in spile of 
containing some qualitatively unrealistic points. 
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1 Introduction 
The dynamic-beta model[l] is the simplest model for the beam-beam effect on the coherent 
quadrupole motions in colliding storage rings. It gives the equilibrium transverse beam 
sizes of colliding beams under an assumption that the beam omittance is unaffected by 
the beam-beam interaction. The most significant ingredient of the model is that the 
beam-beam force is linearized. The beam-beam interaction can be simply regarded as an 
additional linear insertion at an interaction point(IP). This reduces greatly the complexity 
of the beam-beam problem because we can still work in a linear mapping theory if the 
other nonlinearity of the ring is negligible. This is just a prototype model. It gives a 
qualitative; explanation for the luminosity perturbation due to the beam-beam interaction 
or the appearance of the flip-flop phenomenon[2]. In fact, (hey are found in real machines. 

Apart from the linearization of the force, the dynamic-beta model has two short
comings. One is that it assumes that the omittance is not affected by the beam-beam 
interaction. It is not so[3). The other is that it treats merely the static aspect of the 
beam-beam problem. We, thus, have to make a small but essential modification on the 
model: we include the radiation effect explicitly and study the stability of t he equilibrium 
solutions. 

Furman, Ng and Chao (FNC) have presented a model similar to ours[l]. The difference 
lies in the treatment of the radiation. We employ the "symmetric radiation" whereas 
they employed the "asymmetric radiation". In the latter treatment, one assume that the 
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integrated effect of the diffusion over one turn has component only in the momentum 
direction in phase space. This seems somewhat unnatural. It seems quite difficult to 
design such a ring. Some of our results might be different from the ones of FNC model. 

In the next section, we construct our model. The equilibrium solutions will be given 
in section 3. Investigation in the dynamical property of the solution by numerical calcu
lations will be given in section 4. Section 5 is devoted to discussions. 

2 The Model 
Let us consider an e + e~ storage ring. We will construct the model for the simplest case. 
The ring has only one IP. Each beam consists of a single bunch. Each bunch may contain 
different number of particles (A') and have different energy, but their ratio (A'/7) is the 
same. Here 7 is the relativistic factor of the beam. The nominal betatron tune u is 
common to both beams. 

We will consider the ring in which the nonlinearity is negligible. And the beam-beam 
interaction is linearized with respect to the transverse coordinates of a particle. Thus we 
can work in a linear mapping theory. But the whole dynamics is still nonlinear because 
the beam-beam focal length for an electron depends on the positron transverse beam size 
(at the IP), and vice versa. 

Now we will introduce the canonical variables A' and P for the betatron motions. We 
define 

A' = ^ , P = ^ r < , (1) 

where r, J ' are the betatron displacement and it.s slope respectively and ;?, common to the 
both beams, is the nominal (unperturbed) betatron function at the IP. The free betatron 
motion, the betatron motion of a single particle in the limit of no radiation, is a simple 
harmonic oscillation. 

To study the coherent quadrupole motions, it is convenient to introduce the envelope 
matrix M, whose components are the quadrupole moments: 

w = f <A'2) ( A T M c>) 
{ (PX) (P 2> ) • {~> 

where ( ) indicates the average over the particle distribution in a bunch. This matrix 
determines uniquely the particle distribution in the phase space since it is always Gaussian 
in our model. This matrix is the basic dynamical variable in our model. 

Let us consider the beam motion without the beam-beam interaction. The bulb beams 
perform the colunnt betatron motion with radiation which is represented turn by turn, 
by the mapping 

M -* WAIT' -f V, (3) 

where 
/ COS(2TTJ/) sin (2x1') \ 
\ - s i n (2™) cos (2TH/) ) ' [ ' 
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Here, 2iri/ is t he be t a t ron phase advance in one- turn mot ion . I:t is the t ransposed of I' 
a n d T> is t h e in tegrated effect of radiat ion diffusion over one tu rn . And we wri te A as 

A=exp(-2tf), [6=Y,)- ( 5 ) 

where 7^ is the be ta t ron d a m p i n g t ime (measured in the unit of revolution l ime) . Note-
tha t o. and T> a re de te rmined by t h e lat t ice of the arc and can be represented by the 
radia t ion integrals}.1")]. We employ the symmet r ic radialion[:i]: 

•D=DI, (d) 

where / is the unit m a t r i x 1 . 
T h e jixed point M^ of t he mapp ing , 

AU = XUMK,l<rt + / ; / . 

cor responds t o an equi l ibr ium s t a t e and we find 

^--JL... 
It is fair to define t h e beam omi t t ance as \ /det M so that the na tu ra l ( u n p e r t u r b e d ) beam 
o m i t t a n c e ( is given by 

T h e m a p p i n g . eq.(H), can be wr i t ten now as 

M •-* M!Mr' + (i _ A)</. (10) 

Once bo th the beams begin to collide with each o ther , we have to in t roduce two 
envelope matr ices M+ and M~ for each of t he t + and the <~ b e a m , respectively. We will 
observe t hem at the momen t s just before they collide. T h e one- tu rn m a p p i n g in Kq.(:i) 
should bo rewr i t ten a s 2 

M* -* M'h'^AI* (h*)' l'' + (\ -\)<1, (11) 

where each of t he mat r ices A * represents t he b e a m - b e a m kick for the < ± beam: 

- . * ? ) • 
Here, £ ± a r e t he so-called the physical beam-beam pa rame te r s . Hereafter, we will concen
t r a t e in t he round-beam case only. In this case. 

'Tin- physical reason that T> .-» /: the each energy loss liy I lie ratfi.it if u( ;it .» gives tlic contribution 
proportional to (!),i>l) + ,11)'), where I) is the dispersion function. It is l.rougln to the 11' with heiatroii 
oscillation. Because the belalron pha.se advance from s to the II' changes a lot as a function of s, the 
sum of the contrihntion from all .v heoomes symmetric in the nornializeil phase spacef.'!]. 

'Note that in ei| .(ll), r is (IK1 nominal etiiitlance, hecause it is nothing tnil the radiation integrals 
without heam-heam collision in different forms. 

http://ratfi.it
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where er± is the r.s.m. transverse beam distribution of the e* beam, and r 0 is the classical 
electron radius. Note that £ + (f_) will be determined by the transverse beam distribution 
of the e~(e + ) bcam(the strong-strong picture). 

It is convenient to normalize the envelope matrices by the natural omittance c. In the 
fallowings, we refer M± as the normalized envelope matrices: ,A/ ±/c —* M±. In terms of 
them, the cmittance t is removed from the formulas in (3) and (11). Furthermore their 
(1,1) components are just the normalized beam sizes squared. 

( < V ± ) „ = (4) 
(,3 o* • 

;M) 

where a0 is the nominal beam size at the IP. Dynamics of the quadrupoles is described 
as an iteration of the one-turn mapping: 

A/* -* Wh^M* (A'*) ' U' + (1 - A) / . (15) 

We will write the kicks —iir(,± in A _ ± as 

•l7rn 

where 

'S)4 | , 7 » 
is a constant with which we refer the beam current. We call it the nominal biam-lxam 
parameter. 

Our model is now established. If we give the three parameters; the nominal tune 
;'(mod 0.5), the nominal beam-beam parameter i) and the betatron damping time Tg, 
and also give certain initial A/,*,, the first one-turn mapping will be determined. And the 
fallowing one-turn mappings will be given turn by turn. 

3 Period-One Fixed Points 
In this section, we will examine the period-one fixed points of the one-turn mapping (15) 
in detail. 

3.1 A 7̂  1 case; The scaling law 
A period-one fixed point A/*, satisfy 

A/± = WK* A/* (A'*) ' U' + (1 - A) /. (18) 

We can easily solve it. In terms of the components 

**«=(£ £V (19) 
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we get 
1 + 2 (sin 2 // — cos 2 fi 4- 2£± sin // cos //J A -f A2 

1 + 2{1 - 2 ( c o s / t - / ; - ± s i n / ( ) 2 } A + A2 

1 + 2{(l - 2kl) (sin2 ft - cos 2 ft) + 6fc± sin//cos//} A + (l + U'l) A2 

1 +2{1 - 2 ( c o s ^ - f c ± s i n y 0 }A + A 2 
(21) 

(sin 2 u — cos 2 ii + 2k± sin ucos u] A + A2 

* 1 + 2 { 1 - 2 ( c o s / / - / t ± s i n / ( ) 2 } A + A2 ' 

where /« = 27rj/ and k± = 2;r£±. From Kq.(16), 

* ± = *% S 4 - (23) 

Plugging the last equations into Eqs.(20), we obtain a set of equations for a*. Faeh 
solution gives tlie normalized equilibrium beam size of each <* beam. Notice thai once 
we know a*, then the other components A* and c* are also known right, away. The 
equations for a* can be written as 

\ + pa (^Y (Af) 

where 
• 2 ( 1 - A ) 2 - 2 

sin ft = — — — -f s u r //. 
4A 

The difference between ft and // will be prominent, if 

/~!i^=A>(«l). (2(i) 

Hut our model is valid only for (he case A <C sin//, because we have neglected the term 
of order 6/ft at the starting point (ii). At any rate, A ~ // implies // —> +0 or / /—>-— 0 
and we need not consider these cases seriously because, in these cases the system must 
be unstable due to half integer resonances. Thus we can conclude that the influence of 
the radiation damping upon A/,x, is very small because nhmi/s sin// ~ sin//. This small 
effect can be easily estimated if we know the solution in the no-radiation limit. Suppose 
we already know the A/1>L, in the no-radiation limit (sin// = sin// case). Then ihe solutions 
in a A ̂  1 case are obtainable by the simple replacements: 

/sin t/\ 
\ s m / / / 

sin// , 
' ' '28 

vsm // t 

lb this end, all we have to do is to solve Kqs.(2!) in the A —• I limit. 
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3.2 A —> 1 case: No-radiation limit 
In the A —• 1 limit, each of M£, has a simple form[3] 

± 1 + k±a ( 1 
0 0 1 + 2Jfc±a - 4 V fc± 1 + 2fc ±a / ' l J 

whore 
a = cot /i. (30) 

The equations for a* would be 

!+/>"(£) 
(:JI ; 

1 + 2 P « ( : V ) - P ' ( * ) 

There are two types of solution: 

1. The equal-beam solution: a + = a - . 
2. The flip-flop solution: <i+ ^ a - . 

The first type is 

a ± = ( ^ ) * = § ( ] - 2/"» + V1 + V 2 (1 + «2)) • (32) 

.Notice that this type of solution always exists for arbitrary /x and />( = 2^?/). The nature 
of the second one is a little intricate. We obtain from Eqs.(31) 

a + + a - =Le^l±I^k =,. ( 3 3 ) 

<>+«- = T ^ $ = / ' • (3-D 

Therefore, a* are the real and positive solutions of the quadratic equation: 

J 2 - .s.r + p = 0. (35) 

It is shown that the last equation has two real and positive solutions J when 

(0 <) po <p<pi(=a + \ / n 2 + l = cot £ ) , (36) 

where p0 is the positive root of the cubic equation. 

- 1 ( o 2 + 1) p:> + lo ( o 2 + l) p2 + (3 + In 2 ) p + n = 0. (37) 

(If there are two positive roots, p0 is ihe larger one.) The solutions n* = ^ (s ± \/.s- — 1/') 
exist in a restricted area on (o, ?/) plane. At the lower limit 2TT?/ = p0, the equal-beam and 
two flip-flop solutions coincide with one another. On the other hand, a1 the upper limit 
l>\, o + tends to infinity while a~ goes to unity. This means one beam blows up and the 
other remains as if h were not perturbed. We will call the case, 2x?/ = p^, the "flip-flop 
limit" in this paper. See Fig. 1. 

3VVe use the condition that not only n* hut 6* should ho positive. 
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Figure I: (a) Period one fixed points as a function of?;. ;/ = D.'.i'l and A —+ 1 limit. (I 
Region where the flip-flop solution exists. A —> 1 limit. 
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The equilibrium omittances P 1 of the colliding beams are 

E± = £ v / d e t A/±, (38) 

and we obtain explicitly [3] 

^ = e , 1 + / " ± Q

 2 (39) 

Notice that (± > t always hold whatever fc± are. This means the equilibrium omittances 
of both beams always increase once the both beams collide with each other. 

4 Dynamics around the Period-One Fixed Points 
The next issue is the stability of the period-one fixed points and the motion around them. 
Wo examine them by numerical calculations. All we have to do is to execute explicitly an 
iteration of the one-turn mapping (15) upon certain initial .1/,*, which might be slightly 
deviated from .V/^. If a fixed point is stable, an initial perturbed state . 1 / * will converge1 

to .U.*. Otherwise some other dynamical state will appear. 

4.1 About our numerical calculation 
In our numerical calculation, we start with a state which is slightly perturbed from the 
equal-beam equilibrium state. We write'1 

( • ^ U , = >'<%> (•"><•>.,• ( '••;='•••ii- • 1 0 ) 

whore A/x, is the matrix corresponds to an equal beam equilibrium state and all the 
coefficients p. , are close to 1. In our calculation, we fixed p± as 

+ ( !•' ' - f ) \ - ( 0.0 1-1 \ 

I he range of the tune is to be 0 < v < 0.5. And we restrict the range of // as its 
maximum is to be -~. which is large enough for actual machines. We set 7'j = 100 in the 
unit of revolution time. It is observed that 100 T,t turns is enough for convergence. 

4.2 Stability of the period-one fixed points 
To study the stability property of the fixed points, wo first performed the numerical 
trackings for various ?/ with a fixed tune. Wo found two distinct behaviors according to 
the tune ;/: that is whether the tune is low, v < 0.25, or high, // > 0.25. 

Fig.2 shows an example of the lower tune case. All the period-one fixed points seem to 
be stable when TJ < 0.05, whereas they are unstable otherwise. We found that whenever 
u < 0.25, the feature of the stability is similar to this example, i.e. at small tj. the 
fixed points are stable whereas once i) exceeds some critical value, a s1oehast.ic(both beam 

'Repeated indeces do not mean to be summed in terms of them. 
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5Q.0 | 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 

n 

Figure 2: An example of lower tune case, v — 0.15 and 7^ = 100. Che solid line 
represents the period-one fixed points. For r\ < 0.05, the equal-beam state is stable. 
Period-3 states(?y > 0.05) and period-2 states(around r/ ~ 0.15) are observed. It is found 
that M+ ^ M~ always holds for multi-period states. 

sizes change randomly turn by turn) or a multi-period state appears. In this example, 
the period-3 (and the period-2, when r\ > 0.12) state appears instead of the period-one. 
The appearance of such final states do depend on both (lie tune // and the beam-beam 
parameter rj. To see this, we will make tune survey in Section -1.3. 

We can find some other features on the final states when we observe their normalized 
emittances v d e t A / * . Fig.3 shows both e , : t beam omittances always increase definitely 
with increasing r; except Iiie critical points. One interesting feature is the c* beam emit
tances are almost the same, \/det M+ ~ v'det M~, in the multi-period or in the stochastic 
state, and are kept almost intact turn to turn. This means the beam distribution ellipses 
in the phase space keep their volume and rotate periodically(multi-perk)d state) or ran-
domly(stochastic state) turn to turn. 

Fig.4 shows an example of the higher tune case. We can see that all the period-one 
fixed points are stable if they lie in the region below the flip-flop limit, hi the region 
where both the equal-beam and the flip-flop states coexist, the system seems to choose 
the latter. Once T/ exceeds the flip-flop limit, the fixed points seem to be truly unstable. 
i.e. one beam will blow up while the other remains as if it were not pert urbed. If i/ > 0.25, 
the stability property is just as same as the example in Fig.l, i.e. all the period-one fixed 
points are stable unless TJ exceeds the flip-flop limit. 
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Figure 3: Observation of the normalized emittances vdet M± of the final states. ^ = 0.15 
and Tg = 100. It is observed that both emittances are just same in an equal-beam state 
and almost same in a multi-period state. With increasing r/, the omittances increase 
definitely. At the point where a period-3 state appears, the emittances jump up. 

4.3 Tune survey 
To see the way of appearance of the stochastic and the multi-period state, we observe 
A/,* for various v under a constant beam-beam parameter, i]. Fig.5 shows some examples 
and we can see a very interesting dynamical behavior. The region of th° stochastic or 
the multi-period state is located just below v = 0.25. With increasing i], the area of the 
region gradually increases and more and more higher period states appear. We can see 
that more and more equal-beam states become unstable and some of them are push off 
into the multi-period state and others are fallen into the stochastic state. 

The most interesting feature is the way of their appearance. A period-n state appears 
only in the region ^ y < 2i/ < i . ( For a very large TJ, however, we found some exceptions. 
See F'?.5(d). The period-two states exist in the region below 2v < | . ) Furthermore wc 
can see the resonance-like structure, i.e. at the points 2u —> i , | , £,...., both beams blow 
up. An observation of the beam omittances shows this resonance-like structure more 
easily. See Fig.6. 

The stochastic state appears only in a restricted region. It seems that they appear 
only in the front of the multi-period region, i.e. only in the small region in the lower tune 
side of the region of multi-period state. 
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Figure 4: An example of the higher tune case, v = 0.32 and Tp = 100. The solid lines 
represent the period-one fixed points. The equal-beam states are stable until a flip-flop 
state appears. All the period-one fixed points are unstable when J; exceeds the flip-flop 
limit. (All the final states fallen into the truly unstable state are suppressed in the figure.) 

4.4 Effects of Radiation Damping 
We found that radiation damping has a great influence on the stability of a final state in 
the lower tune case. With a larger damping time, some multi-period states seem to be 
basically unstable. See Fig.7. In the higher tune case, the effect of radiation damping is 
negligible as long as T@ is reasonably large. 

We make a comment here. We found the scaling law of the period-one fixed points in 
Section 3.1. It connects the fixed point solutions with different damping time each other. 
However, the scaling law never tells us anything about the stability of the fixed points, 
since the scaling law is valid only among the static solutions. 

4.5 Summary 
The stability property of the period-one fixed points are summarized as follows. In the 
v < 0.25 case, 

1. Stable for small enough rj. 
2. In the region where the flip-flop and the equal-beam states coexist, the former is 

stable while the later is not. 
3. If 7/ exceeds the flip-flop limit, the equal-beam states are unstable. 

In the v > 0.25 case, 

1. Same as 1 above. 
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Figure 5: Results of our tune survey, (a) i) = 0.02-1. (b) i) = 0.0(il. (<-) y = 0.088. (<]) 
J; = 0.151. 
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a 

Figure 6: Observation of the normalized omittances x/det .U* of the final slates. 
i] = 0.08S. We can see the saw-tooth structure. 
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Figure 7: 7^ = 5000 case, v — 0.15. All the calculations are stopped at 50000th turn. 
All the truly unstable final state are suppressed in the figure. All the multi-period states 
disappear. They seems to be basically unstable. Compare with Fig.*2. 
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2. When r) increases, the equal-beam state becomes unstable eventually. (The stochas
tic or the multi-period states appear instead.) 

And we found the damping does have influence on the stability of multi-period states. 

5 Discussions 
We expect our model to explain various beam-beam effects. Among them, we are greatly 
interested in the effect on luminosity or the phenomenon of the beam-beam limit. We 
will discuss these respects based on the present model. We have constructed our model 
based on the symmetric radiation. We are also interested in how the present model 
gives the different results from the ones of FNC model which is based on the asymmetric 
radiation[3]. We will also pay attention in this respect. 

5.1 Luminosity 
At first we have to discuss our results from the point of view of luminosity. Luminosity 
is defined as 

L = M*>) 
4 J T / M 2 ' [ ' 

where A2 = | f A/^ -I- A/f,J and / is the revolution frequency of a bunch. Generally 
speaking, for small r/, the system will choose the equal-beam state as a final equilibrium 
state. It is easily seen by Eq.(32) and Eq.(42) that luminosity will be enhanced in a lower 
tune case(i' < 0.25), whereas it will be somewhat reduced in a higher tunc case(i' > 0.25) 
compared with the nominal one. This effect is consistent with the dynamic-beta resultsfl], 
but quantitatively different due to the dynamic-emittance effect. When ij exceeds a certain 
critical value, the system does not choose the equal-beam state anymore since it will be 
dynamically unstable. In fact, for example, we have seen that under a small perturbation 
from >,he equal-beam state, the system chooses the flip-flop state, the multi-periodic state 
or the stochastic state. At any rate, this is expected to yield a sudden reduction of 
luminosity. To see this, let us introduce the effective beam-beam parameter £ which is 
defined as 

then luminosity can be written in terms of it as 

ff 1 L = — W . (44) 
ro P 

The effective beam-beam parameter £ is defined turn by turn. However, we want to know 
its mean value. We introduce £ as an average of £ over many turns(say, over one damping 
time, Tp). Fig.8 shows the behavior of f in the case of v = 0.15 and 0.32. We start with 
A/,Q> = / (corresponding to the unperturbed equilibrium state). The sudden decrease of £ 
comes from the appearance of a period-3 slate in both cases, and this yields the reduction 
of luminosity. We call this phenomenon as the £-crash. 

Here we find a new feature: the appearance of the final state seems to depend on the 
initial distributions A/,g). The £-crash in v — 0.32 case in Fig.8 is due to the appearance 
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Figure 8: £ in the case (a) i/ = 0.15 and (b) ;/ = 0.32. Tfl = 100 and A/*, = /. In 
(a), there appear peroid-2 states for 7/ > 0.12 and they give a rather large £ value. We 
need not to consider it so seriously since the appearance of them depends on the inital 
distributions. 
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Figure 9: Dependence of £-crash behavior on the initial (list rihut ions M{ 

•± 
(0) ML = pMoo i" (40). v = 0.32, Tfl = 100. Compare with Fig.S(b) 
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of a pcriod-3 .state. However such period-3 states never appear when we start with a state 
which is slightly perturbed from the equal-beam state, A/,„, ~ A/,x,, as we have scen(Fig.'l). 
Fig.9 shows the effective £ in this case, '['he difference obviously comes from the dil rerence 
in the initial beam distributions. Generally speaking, the initial distributions A/*,, are 
also responsible for what kind of state will appear as a linal state. We will discuss this 
point in Section hA. 

5.2 Beam-beam limit 
We will call the point at which the ^-crasli occurs as the boain-beam-limil. When ;/ comes 
near to this limit, the system falls into another state different from the equal-beam state 
and the luminosity will be reduced or the beam will be lost. We will see here the tune 
dependence of the beam-beam limit. 

Again, we will start with A/,*, = /. See Fig. 10. The beam-beam limit does depend on 
the tune. For the reasonable tune value, the beam-beam limits are around »/ ~ 0.07, which 
may be consistent with the observations in actual machines. The limit, is mainly due to the 
appearance of the multi-periodfor the stochastic) state if we choose A/.*, = /. However, 
this is inconsistent with various simulation results [<>,7,8.9]. And it is also different from 
the result of the Gaussian model, in which the £-crash always at tributes to t he appearance 
of a flip-flop stateffi]. The appearance of the multi-period states or the stochastic state 
seems to be the defect of the present model. However, when u > 0.25 and we start with a 
state which is slightly perturbed from the equal-beam state, A/,*. ~ A/.x., the beam-beam 
limit always attributes to the appearance of a flip-flop state. An example was already 
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Figure 10: The tune dependence of the beam-beam limit. The limit attributes to the 
appearance of the various final states. F:flip-flop. S:stochastic, 2:period-2. 3:poriod-3. 
etc. Tfl = 100 and .W.f,, = / . (For 0.31 < ?/ < OM'.i. ihere is a special and somewhat 
exceptional region where the stochastic state or the period--'! state arc found. Ihere. the 
£-crash occurs aruond i) ~ 0.05 due to the appearance of these states.) 

given in Fig.9. 
The value of the beam-beam limit depends on not only the tune but the initial dis

tributions of both beams, since the appearance of t he (inal states depend on the initial 
distributions. However, its dependence on the initial distributions does not seem to be so 
clear as its dependence on the tune. The value of the beam-beam limit does not seem to 
be so changed by the initial distributions. 

5.3 Difference between FNC model 
Furinan, Ng and Chaojl] studied a similar model to ours, but they employed the asym
metric radiation. To see the difference between our model and theirs, we observed the 
luminosity enhancement factor. /•' = £/r/. See Fig.11. The initial condition is A/.,,. = /• 
The sudden decrease of the enhancement factor comes from the appearance of a stochastic 
stato(FNC) whereas a periodic-!} state(ours). The beam-beam limit value given in FNC 
model is a little smaller than ours. And the enhancement factor in FNC model seems to 
be too large(almost 1.1 at maximum even for small ;/) compared with the experiences of 
operating actual machines. In v < 0.25 case, the two models give the different results as 
shown by this example, but in v > 0.25 case, the difference is very small. 
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Figure 11: Difference between FNC model(O) and the present model( + ). Observation of 
the luminosity enhancement factor, F = £/?). v — 0.15. Tj = 100. A/,*, = / . 

5.4 Dependence on the initial conditions 
Since wc have already seen there is no uniqueness of the equilibrium state for a given // 
and i}, it is interesting to see how the final states depend on the initial distributions. 

We need six parameters to identify the initial distribution: M\\. \fvt. M?i for both 
beams. Let us confine ourselves to more restricted cases. Let us employ the initial 
condition as follows: 

.V/+ = 1.A/+ =0 ,A/ 2

+

2 = 1. 

A/r,=(?.A/r2 = 0,A/2-2=l/0. •15) 

That is, the t~ beam is mismatched to the lattice but has the correct natural emittance. 
In Fig.12, the final state values of . 1 / * are shown as a function of Q. 

This restricted study shows us how a final state depends on the initial distributions 
A/,*, in a complex way. This is another defect of the present model and we consider that it 
is due to the linearization of the beam-beam force. We have to pay attention to choosing 
the initial distributions. 

6 Conclusion 
We have studied the dynamics of the envelope matrix under the influence of the lin
earized beam-beam interaction and the radiation effects. Our model incorporates both 
the dynamic-beta effect and the dynaiiiic-emiUaiice effect. We employed the symmetric 
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Figure 12: (,) dependence" of A/*,. We start with the initial distributions given in (!-r>). 
/' = 0.32. // = 0.01. '/;, = 100. 

radiation. The most important ingredient is the linearization of the beam-beam force. 
And this enabled us to find the period-one fixed points in the explicit form and to work-
still in a linear mapping theory. 

Our model has shown the beam-beam limit due to the Hip-Hop phenomenon or the 
multi-period (or the stochastic) motion. Hut the occurrence of la Her seems to be the 
defect of the model: in more realistic simulation and the actual machines, such effects 
have never been observed so seriousiv. We found the linal state depends on the initial 
distribution in a complex way. If it were true, the system is so sensitive u> the initial 
conditions, so we canno! operate a machine. 

Obviously, these defects come from the over-simplification of the beam-beam force. 
The linear force is too strong at the tail part. Once a beam blows up, the beam-beam 
effect should be reduced because it is elFective only at the central part. 

Apart from this point, our model seems to well illustrate the characteristic points of 
the beam-beam interaction. For example, it gives a reasonable value for the beam-beam 
limit. The simplicity is the most attractive point of the model. The present model is 
useful if we use it with careful consideration. 
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